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FerreTT’s latest dives into the party realm of high 
energy, mammoth-fun, sex-fueled hard rock-n-roll!!! 
Not merely restricted to catchy Heavy Metal, FerreTT 
exudes prowess in songwriting through ballads 
comparable to the mega-hits of 80’s Hairspray classics 
such as Poison’s “Every Rose Has it’s Thorn,” Mötley 
Crüe’s “Home Sweet Home” or Dokken’s “Alone Again.” 
But don’t let all that Aqua Net scare ya: FerreTT 
delivers True Rock and Roll with the party edge of 
L.A.’s Decade of Decadence (AKA 1980’s Sunset Strip 
era Hair Metal). Whether rocking hard with “Year of 
the Ferret” and “Jason Lives,” or swooning the ladies 
with ballads like “On My Way” and “In Through the Out 
Door” FerreTT have delivered a trashy masterpiece. 
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Formed in 1985, Satan’s Host’s debut album, Metal from 
Hell, was originally released in 1986 and is a definitive 
chunk of classic 1980’s metal – resting confidently 
alongside alongside Slayer’s Show No Mercy, Mercyful 
Fate’s Melissa, Venom’s Black Metal and Bathory’s 
Bathory! Combining traditional heavy metal riffing 
with pre-power metal vocals, the high-energy of 1st 
wave thrash, and all the evil of Hell, Satan’s Host set 
a standard with Metal from Hell that has rarely been 
surpassed! The most bootlegged album in metal 
history, this is Metal from Hell’s first official release 
since its original run. Additionally, the album has been 
completely remastered from the original source master 
reels, ensuring the best sounding version ever of this 
mandatory piece of Heavy Metal History! 
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